Using an optical tweezers apparatus, we demonstrate three-dimensional control of nanodiamonds in solution with simultaneous readout of ground-state electron-spin resonance (ESR) transitions in an ensemble of diamond nitrogen-vacancy (NV) color centers. Despite the motion and random orientation of NV centers suspended in the optical trap, we observe distinct peaks in the measured ESR spectra qualitatively similar to the same measurement in bulk. Accounting for the random dynamics, we model the ESR spectra observed in an externally applied magnetic field to enable d.c. magnetometry in solution. We estimate the d.c. magnetic field sensitivity based on variations in ESR line shapes to be ∼50 µT/ √ Hz. This technique may provide a pathway for spin-based magnetic, electric, and thermal sensing in fluidic environments and biophysical systems inaccessible to existing scanning probe techniques.
potential applications of sensing, tracking, and tagging in submicron biophysical systems. While techniques utilizing scanning probe tips have been the focus of intensive efforts for precise spatial control of nanodiamonds [2-4, 9-11, 20-22] , this approach is less suitable within complex environments such as microfluidic channels or the interiors of biological cells.
Laser-based optical trapping is another method of precise nanopositioning, but it occurs without physical contact. Optical tweezers utilize tightly focused light to non-invasively trap and move small dielectric particles in three dimensions [23, 24] . This powerful and biocompatible technique has allowed investigation of molecular motors [25] , cell-sorting of a population of Eschericha coli based on single-cell viability [26] , and even the observation of single-base-pair stepping (3.7 Å) of RNA polymerase along DNA [27] . With ultrastable, dual-beam optical tweezers achieving repeatable displacements at the nanometer scale and below [27, 28] , the prospect of combining optical tweezers with quantum-based sensors is particularly attractive for biosensing.
We demonstrate a biocompatible approach to scanning nanodiamond magnetometry in solution using a single-beam optical tweezers apparatus. The optical trap uses the radiation pressure of a focused infrared laser beam to attract and hold an ensemble of diamond nanoparticles at the focus, while a second confocal green laser optically excites the embedded NV centers. The spin-dependence of the NV center's luminescence, together with a nearby microwave antenna, allow us to perform optically detected ESR measurements with simultaneous three-dimensional control in solution. We develop a model of the observed ESR spectra based on the ground-state Hamiltonian that accounts for the random motion of NV centers in the trap and incorporates the orientation-dependent absorption and luminescence collection efficiency. Using this model, we are able to infer the magnetic field experienced by the ensemble of NV centers and show an estimated magnetic sensitivity of ∼ 50 µT/ √ Hz.
Results and Discussion
Optically Trapping Nanodiamonds. We study nanodiamond ensembles in a home-built confocal microscope that combines optical trapping, NV-center optical excitation, and fluorescence detection. The optical trapping is performed with a 1064 nm continuous wave laser while a separate 532 nm continuous wave laser is used for optical excitation of the NV centers. Both beams are tightly focused using an oil-immersion objective (NA = 1.3). A dichroic mirror and optical filter are used to collect the red-shifted fluorescence from The spin system is optically excited by 532 nm laser into the excited state ( 3 E), where it has a spin-dependent probability of either returning to the ground state with a red-shifted photoluminescence (PL) or decaying non-radiatively through the intersystem crossing (ISC). (C) Micrograph of the 50-Ω-impedance-matched antenna that drives coherent transitions between spin states.
the phonon side band of the NV center, while a separate notch filter is used to remove the laser scatter from the trapping laser. The filtered light is focused into a single-photon counting avalanche photodiode, whose counts are read out with a data acquisition card (See Supporting Information for details). All measurements are performed at room temperature.
The measurement geometry at the objective is shown in levels [29, 30] , which are nominally degenerate at zero magnetic field and energetically higher than m s = 0 by the crystal field splitting, D = 2.87 GHz. The energy of the NV center spin system is magnetically sensitive, much like that of its classical analogue, the magnetic dipole. Specifically, a magnetic field B will shift the energy of the NV center's spin states according to the ground-state Hamiltonian,
where g = 2 is the electronic g-factor, µ B is the Bohr magneton, andŜ is the electronic spin operator. The measurement of spin energy eigenvalues in the presence of a magnetic field is the experimental basis for magnetic sensing using NV centers. The optical read-out of the spin state is possible because the m s = ±1
states have a higher probability of a non-radiative transition via the inter-system crossing (ISC), so I PL is lower in these states than in the brighter m s = 0 state. Control of the spin state is achieved with a combination of optical and microwave pumping: optical excitation initializes the system into the m s = 0 state through the same ISC, while a microwave field resonant with the energy splitting between the m s = 0 and the m s = +1
or −1 states will coherently rotate the spin into a superposition of the spin sublevels, which we detect as a darker I PL . In order to apply microwave fields, we designed a microwave antenna that is lithographically patterned on the glass coverslip and impedance-matched near 2.87 GHz to optimize power transmission and reduce heating, shown in Fig. 1C . In continuous wave ESR measurements, the photoluminescence intensity [32, 33] , we improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the experiment by more than a factor of ten (See Supporting Information for further details). In this way, ESR dips in I PL are converted to peaks in the differential luminescence ∆I PL . Figure 3A shows the power spectral density of I PL for trapped nanodiamonds, displaying both the low-frequency noise and the NV ESR contrast response from resonant microwaves that are amplitude modulated at 1 kHz. Figures 3B-C show the measured I PL and contrast ∆I PL before and after turning on the trapping beam. As the trapping beam remains on, fluorescent nanodiamonds stochastically enter the trap and cause I PL to increase in discrete steps, with coincident rises in ∆I PL indicating the presence of NV centers. When the trapping beam is turned off, the nanodiamonds scatter out of the trap from Brownian motion, causing the luminescence to cease. We typically observe the contrast ∆I PL /I PL at zero field to be ∼10% at most; this is smaller than the contrast observed in bulk, which may be a consequence, in part, of non-NV background fluorescence in the nanoparticles. Ongoing research in the production of high purity nanodiamonds has the potential to significantly reduce these complications.
Although the measured ESR signal is effectively an average over ensembles of randomly oriented, mobile NV centers, ESR spectra ( Fig. 4A ) at low magnetic fields retain qualitative similarities to measurements of aligned NV centers in bulk diamond: the spectra exhibit two distinct peaks that shift approximately linearly (∼2.5 MHz/G) as a magnetic field is applied. However, unlike aligned NVs, the spectral peaks broaden with increased magnetic field. To understand the lineshape and magnetic field dependence of the observed spectra, we develop a model consisting of a statistical average over all possible NV center orientations with Figure 3 : (A) Bimodal power spectral density S I PL ( f ) of the luminescence with on-resonant microwaves at frequency f MW = 2.87 GHz and amplitude-modulation frequency f AM = 1 kHz. The peak at 1 kHz corresponds to the NV response to the amplitude-modulated carrier signal. The green dashed line shows the expected shot noise floor for the bimodal power spectral density, S I PL ( f ) = I PL = 2.1 MHz. The noise at f AM = 1 kHz is higher than the expected floor, indicating that the measurement is not shot-noise limited. The power spectral density was calculated from I PL data taken for 100 ms, our typical lock-in time; the average of 1,000 sets of data is shown. (B) Time trace of I PL showing discrete steps of increasing photoluminescence as clusters of NV centers enter the optical trap with the green excitation laser on. The trapping laser is initially blocked (blue shaded times). The trapping laser is unblocked at time t = 60 s, and I PL remains low, indicating an empty trap, until the first discrete step at t ∼ 75 s. At time t ∼ 120 s, the trapping laser is blocked to release the particles from the trap, with I PL dropping commensurately. (C) The coincident ESR response of resonant microwaves, applied at f MW = 2.87 GHz, indicates that the fluorescent particles in the trap are indeed nanodiamonds that contain NV centers. Data in (C) is smoothed. Estimated sensitivity of the diamond-based magnetometer using the optimal measuring scheme. The estimates are computed using values inferred from experiment, and the error bars reflect the 68.2% highest probability intervals from the propagated uncertainties.
respect to a fixed magnetic field, incorporating the directional dependence of the transition frequencies from Eq. (1) and the anisotropic excitation and collection efficiencies of our confocal microscope. In this model, the orientation of the NV center's symmetry axis, relative to the magnetic field and optical axis, determines its ESR resonance frequency and contribution to the overall spectrum: a perpendicular orientation yields a minimal contrast contribution and frequency shift, while a parallel NV center gives a maximal contribution and shift (2.80 MHz/G). Summing over an isotropic distribution of NV center orientations, we expect the overall ESR spectrum to have two broadened peaks, in accord with our experimental observations. To infer the model parameters and their associated uncertainties for each measured spectrum, we apply a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach [34] and plot the best-fit curves over the plotted data. Measured ESR spectra up to 60 G are shown in Fig. 4B . In Fig. 4C , we fix the model parameters found at 0 G, adjust only the parameter for the applied magnetic field, and obtain excellent qualitative agreement with the data.
From the model, we can gain an intuition for the optimal conditions for d.c. magnetometry in our system.
Since the splitting of the peaks is approximately linear with increasing field and the contrast diminishes, we would expect that the magnetic sensitivity generally worsens at higher fields. Similarly, when the two resonances become unresolved near zero magnetic field, the line shape becomes weakly dependent on B and the sensitivity is poor. For this reason, an optimum condition exists at low fields ∼5 G when the resonances are split but the contrast is still large. We estimate from the statistical analysis the optimal magnetic sensitivities in Fig. 4D , which depend on the noise and lineshape inferred from experiment (See the Materials and Methods for details). The most sensitive estimate of ∼50 µT/ √ Hz, measured with I PL ≈ 510 kCts/s, occurs at low fields (∼5 G) when the peaks are at least partially split. Further improvements to the collection efficiency and operating at a higher modulation frequency could improve the sensitivity of this technique by a factor of ∼20, making it competitive with existing NV scanning-probe d.c. magnetometry protocols [7, 10, 11] .
Stable trapping of single nanodiamonds would ameliorate noise from collisions within the trap and improve the spatial resolution of the technique. The use of shaped diamond particles trapped with a controlled orientation [35] and aligned along the appropriate crystallographic axis would remove the degrees of freedom that complicate the ESR lineshape from the situation in bulk, opening the possibility of improved contrast and even vector magnetometry [6] .
Conclusions and Outlook
The combination of optical trapping and NV-center-based sensing developed in this work enables the threedimensional mapping of magnetic fields in solution and addresses the need to probe complex environments, such as the interiors of microfluidic channels. Together, these two powerful techniques could pave the way for exploiting the unique electromagnetic and thermal sensing properties of NV centers at the nanoscale.
Using optically trapped nanodiamonds for intracellular sensing [19] , the mapping of electrical fields and thermal gradients around cells [36, 37] , or the mapping of neurons [8, 38] 
Materials and Methods
Microwave antenna microfabrication. For antenna fabrication, 10 nm of titanium and 1000 nm of gold were evaporated onto the freshly piranha-etched 150 µm thick glass coverslips 35 mm × 50 mm in dimension. Standard photolithography was used to define a resist etch mask, then gold and titanium etchants were used to transfer the desired antenna pattern to the substrate. Antennas were wire bonded to a coplanar waveguide on a printed circuit board, as shown in the Supporting Information. The circuit board was then fastened down to the XYZ piezoelectric stage and connected to a microwave signal generator and amplifier for measurements.
Nanodiamonds. We used commercially available synthetic HPHT type Ib nanodiamonds from Adamas Nanotechnologies. The nanodiamonds have been He + irradiated, annealed, and purified with acids by the manufacturer. The particles, typically 100 nm across, are specified to contain 500 or more NV centers per particle on average. All measurements were taken in filtered, deionized water. See the Supporting
Information for electron microscopy images of the nanodiamonds.
Estimating trap population of NV centers. The number of NV centers in the trap and in the measurement volume during our experiments can be estimated from the NV density of the particles. The density is specified to be ∼500 NV centers per 100 nm diameter diamond, corresponding to a nearest neighbor separation of 12.6 nm. We estimate the trapping and measurement volume from the beam waist (w 0 = nλ /πNA) and Rayleigh range (πw 2 0 /λ ) of a focused Gaussian beam. The volume is given by the expression V =
where n is the index of refraction (n = 1.515), NA is the numerical aperture of the objective (NA = 1.3), and λ is the laser wavelength. Using this approximation, the trapping volume is V trap = 0.06 µm 3 and the measurement volume is V msr = 0.007 µm 3 . The trap width is w 0 ≈ 0.4 µm, in good agreement with the width observed in optical images (see Fig. 2 .) Assuming a unity packing-fraction, the maximum number of 100 nm diameter particles, each of approximate volume 0.001 µm 3 , that can occupy the trap and measurement volumes is 60 and 7, respectively. In terms of NV centers, the upper bound in the measurement volume is approximately 3,500 centers. The highest stable I PL we observed in our experiments was 3,000 kCts/s. Assuming this value corresponds to a full trap with ∼3,500 NV centers, we would expect each NV to contribute ∼0.86 kCts/s. This value agrees with the experimentally measured value of 1 kCts/s, obtained by measuring the minimum step height of I PL as 35 nm diameter nanodiamonds (also from Adamas Nanotechnologies), each specified to contain approximately 1 to 4 NV centers, enter the optical trap.
Modeling ESR spectra. We model the magnetic field dependence of the ESR signal by assuming the measurement volume contains a large ensemble of isotropically oriented NV centers. The large ensemble assumption is justified by an estimate for the NV population in the trap's measurement volume (see above)
that yields approximately 3,500 NV centers. The orientation of an NV center with respect to the magnetic field vector determines the level splitting according to the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), while the orientation with respect to the objective affects the strength of the optical absorption and the collection efficiency of the total emitted photoluminescence. From geometrical considerations of the two NV center transition dipoles [39] , we approximate the angular dependence of the absorption of each NV center to be 1 + cos 2 θ , where θ is the angle between the NV symmetry axis and the magnetic field vector. We integrate the far-field emission of each transition dipole over the collection cone of a 1.3 numerical aperture oil-immersion objective to account for the angular dependence of the collected luminescence signal. To obtain the final spectral shape, the individual splittings for each orientation are convolved with a Gaussian function to account for the natural linewidth with power broadening and finally integrated over an isotropic orientation density.
Since the typical ESR contrast in experiment is around 7% and the measurements are not shot-noise limited (by a factor of approximately two), the error at each point is assumed to be identical (homoscedastic) and normal, and is treated as a free parameter in the model. Further technical details regarding the analysis are found in the Supporting Information.
Magnetic sensitivity calculations. The theoretical magnetic sensitivity is related to the noise and the lineshape of the associated ESR spectrum. At a given microwave frequency, f MW , small changes in the measured contrast signal C ≡ ∆I PL /I PL occur with a change in magnetic field according to δC = δ B ∂C ∂ B and thus the most efficient magnetometry measurement would take place at the f MW where this derivative is largest in magnitude. In the low-field limit, this maximum in ∂C ∂ B occurs for f MW centered between the two peaks, approximately f MW = 2.87 GHz; however, once the two peaks split by about twice the FWHM, the most sensitive f MW for measurement occurs on the downward slope of the highest frequency peak. If the minimum detectable change in magnetic field is δ B min , then the estimated optimal magnetic sensitivity is [3, 40] 
where σ C is the estimated standard deviation of C for measurement time ∆t from the analysis.
We calculate the maximum-magnitude derivative of the model with respect to the parameter B and corresponding error parameter over samples from the Markov Chain Monte Carlo output to obtain a probability density for the optimal sensitivity given the lineshape inferred from experiment. The mean estimated and 68.2% highest probability density intervals from this distribution are plotted in Fig. 4D [41] . In addition, the standard deviation of the marginal density for B, scaled by the square root of the total acquisition time, serves as an empirical measure of the actual sensitivity obtained in the experiment, and is plotted in the 
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Supporting Information
A Nanodiamond samples Figure S5 shows electron microscopy images of the nanodiamonds. These particles are synthetic HPHT type Ib diamond, approximately 100 nm in size, and irradiated with He + ions to create vacancies and annealed.
The resulting product is purified using acids. The nanodiamonds are specified by the manufacturer (Adamas Nanotechnologies) to contain on average >500 NV centers/particle. We also used 0−0.2 µm nanodiamonds from Microdiamant that are not irradiated or annealed in some of the measurements in this Supporting Information.
B Fluorescence spectrum
A fluorescence spectrum of optically trapped nanodiamonds is shown in Fig. S6 . A significant portion of the signal is lost due to the optical tweezers dichroic filter. One improvement to the collection efficiency would be to replace this dichroic with one that transmits rather than reflects wavelengths from 700 nm to 800 nm. 
C Apparatus and techniques
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The software lock-in is shown in Fig. S9A-B . Since f MW is resonant with the energy splitting between the m s = 0 and the m s = +1 or −1 states, I PL drops while the microwave is on, such that I PL oscillates in time at frequency f AM . Locking in to the signal, we extract the differential fluorescence signal ∆I PL . As we sweep the microwave frequency f MW , ∆I PL remains low when f MW is off resonance with the transition between spin states and increases when f MW is on resonance. If X and Y are the two output channels of the lock-in, and R = √ X 2 +Y 2 , then ∆I PL = 2R. Figure S9C shows the ESR spectrum for an ensemble of trapped nanodiamonds in water with no externally applied magnetic field. The nanodiamonds are specified to be 100 nm in diameter and contain 500 NV centers each. The spectrum has a linewidth of 23.6 MHz and a maximum at 2.87 GHz, agreeing with the expected zero-field splitting of the NV center. Off resonance, the curve does not go to zero because the lock-in is not phase locked.
D I PL -dependence of noise
The photoluminescence noise from optically trapped fluorescent nanodiamonds shows a dependence on the photoluminescence, I PL . In general, the standard deviation of the experimentally measured I PL , σ expt , grows with increased I PL beyond that expected from Poisson statistics or shot noise behavior, namely σ expt > σ shot = √ N, where N = I PL ∆t, and ∆t is the time interval in which photon counts are measured. Figure S10 illustrates this dependence and plots the ratio σ expt / √ N as a function of I PL . For low values of I PL , σ expt approaches shot noise (dotted line in Fig. S10 ), but reaches values nearly 6 times shot noise at higher I PL .
Analysis of noise is performed only on plateaus with stable I PL , therefore the plotted noise, especially for higher I PL , is a lower limit. As discussed in the text, this increase in noise likely arises from dynamics of multiple particles in the trap. Any motion of particles in the trap, arising from collisions, thermal vibrations, trap instability, etc., will have a corresponding contribution to the noise in I PL because each particle will experience a varying degree of electric field strength from the laser beam determined by its position in the measurement volume. In addition, when a fluorescent particle enters the trap, the abrupt increase in I PL contributes to the noise. A B Figure S11 : (A) Optically detected ESR of dry nanodiamonds drop-cast and dried on a coverslip near a microwave antenna. These nanodiamonds are not irradiated. While a single spin will split into two peaks, here we observe at least four peaks, which indicate we are measuring multiple NV centers at different orientation with respect to the applied magnetic field. The frequency peaks of these ESR spectra are plotted in (B) as they vary with magnetic field.
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In addition to measuring optically trapped nanodiamonds, we have also measured nanodiamonds stuck to the coverslip. Figure S11 shows ESR of nanodiamonds that are drop-cast onto the coverslip. To mitigate the influence of non-NV-based fluorescence, we photobleach the sample with the 532 nm laser, intending to let only the non-photobleaching NV fluorescence signal remain. The ESR signal splits into more than two peaks, indicating that the measurement ensemble includes multiple NV centers at different orientations.
These nanodiamonds are not irradiated. We observe a higher signal-to-noise ratio for ESR spectra taken with stuck nanodiamonds than with optically trapped nanodiamonds. This suggests that trapping dynamics and a decreased optical collection efficiency contribute to the lower signal-to-noise ratio in optically trapped nanodiamonds.
F Modeling the ESR spectrum
The NV centers contained in the nanodiamond ensemble are not expected to be aligned or oriented in any particular direction. In addition, the particles may rotate in the optical trap. Therefore, we model the ESR spectrum by assuming the NV centers are randomly oriented. We begin by calculating the angular dependence of the excitation (i.e. absorption) and emission of a single NV center, then calculate the ESR peak frequencies as a function of magnetic field strength and NV center orientations. Next, we integrate the contributions of an isotropic density of NV center angles to obtain the predicted ESR spectra for a large ensemble of randomly oriented NV centers in a magnetic field aligned with the axis of the microscope objective. Finally, we use a Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach to fit the modeled curve to the data and to extract parameters such as the estimated magnetic field and the magnetic sensitivity.
F.1 Angular dependence of the absorption of a single NV center
The absorption of a single transition dipole is proportional to |p · E| 2 , where E is the electric field vector of the exciting laser beam and p is the dipole, which we treat classically. An NV center has two transition dipoles, each perpendicular to the axis of the NV center [39] , so the combined absorption is
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Although a highly focused Gaussian beam includes electric fields at multiple angles, we approximate that the electric field that excites the NV center is perpendicular to the axis of the microscope objective. We also assume that the electric field is linearly polarized, E laser = E xx , though this assumption is merely for convenience and will not affect the calculation once the absorption is integrated over all possible NV angles.
The laser polarization would be important if the magnetic field were applied along a different axis with respect to the microscope objective, but our geometry has a symmetry so the polarization of the laser is not important. Laser polarization control could provide a route to vector magnetometry using an ensemble of randomly oriented NV centers.
For a given NV center with an angle θ with respect to the axis of the microscope objective, we can specify with no loss of generality that its dipole p 1 is perpendicular to the axis of the microscope objective.
Then p 2 must be perpendicular to p 1 . It is convenient to define these vector directions using a cross product:
whereẑ points along the axis of the microscope objective andN is a unit vector pointing along the direction of the symmetry axis of the NV center, N = sin θ cos φx + sin θ sin φŷ + cos θẑ, where θ is the polar angle and φ is the azimuthal angle. By symmetry, |p 1 | = |p 2 |. Then the angular dependence of the absorption of a single NV center is 1 − cos 2 φ sin 2 θ . Integrating over all φ , we obtain
We will integrate over all angles θ at a later point in the calculation.
F.2 The emission collected from a single NV center
In order to calculate the collected emission of the transition dipole, we begin by calculating the angular part of the emission function of a dipole p, which we treat classically. The component of the dipole that is orthogonal to the direction vectorr is
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= sin ϑ cos ϕx + sin ϑ sin ϕŷ + cos ϑẑ.
The power radiated by the dipole is proportional to |p ⊥ | 2 . We integrate over the collection cone of the microscope objective to find the angular part of the power collected,
where P 1 is the collected emission of one dipole and ϑ max is the maximum angle at which the objective can collect light; since NA = n sin ϑ max with n = 1.515 and NA = 1.3, we have ϑ max = 59.1 • . We assume that the objective has uniform efficiency for collecting light from all angles in its collection cone. An objective with a lower NA would have a stronger angular dependence of the collection. The result is 
F.4 ESR spectrum of a single NV center
We assume that each NV center in the distribution has an ESR spectrum with two Gaussian functions, one peak centered at f 0→−1 and the other at f 0→+1 . These frequencies depend on the magnetic field strength and the angle θ between the magnet and the axis of the NV center. Note that for our geometry, where the magnet and the objective share an axis (see Fig. 1A or S7), this is the same angle as the angle between the NV center and the axis of the microscope objective; for the purposes of the calculation, we assume no misalignment between the magnet and the microscope objective. The amplitude of this double-Gaussian single-NV ESR spectrum depends on the angle θ between the axis of the NV center and the axis of the microscope objective:
where Eqs. (S3) and (S4) give the angular dependence of the absorption and collected emission of the NV center. Note that the NV center can emit a photon via either dipole, regardless of the dipole that absorbed a photon. We approximate that the microwave power affects the NV centers uniformly. Therefore the ESR spectrum C 1 (B, θ ; f MW ) of a single NV has angular dependence
where G(x 0 ; x) is a Gaussian function of x centered at x 0 , and f 0→+1 and f 0→−1 are functions of B and θ as shown in Fig. S12A . The widths of the two Gaussian functions must be determined empirically and are assumed to be equal to each other.
F.5 ESR spectrum of an isotropic ensemble of NV centers
To obtain the ESR spectrum of an ensemble of NV centers, C model (B, f MW ), we integrate over all angles θ ,
and the result is plotted in Fig. S12B . Note that for an isotropic distribution of NV centers, more NV centers will be perpendicular to the axis of the magnet/objective than parallel to this axis, with a probability distribution given by sin θ . The model predicts two peaks separating and broadening as the magnetic field S26 is increased. The right peak is predicted to be taller and narrower than the left peak due to the asymmetry between f 0→−1 and f 0→+1 .
F.6 Fitting the ESR curves
To compute marginal posterior densities for the sensitivities and infer the magnetic field experienced by the NV centers in the main text, we employ the MT-DREAM ZS algorithm written in MATLAB [34, 42] , a
Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach that uses adaptive proposal distribution tuning, multiple-try sampling, sampling from the past, and snooker update on parallel chains to rapidly explore high-dimensional posterior distributions. In Markov Chain Monte Carlo, each of the N chains executes a random walk through the parameter space following a modified Metropolis-Hastings rule to control whether a proposed d-dimensional move is accepted or rejected. Because the algorithm is ergodic and maintains detailed balance at each step, the target distribution after a burn-in period is the desired posterior probability distribution for the experiment. We find good results using the recommended settings along with N = 6 parallel chains with multipletry parameter k = 3. Although the dimensionality of the problem (d = 6) is low, in practice multiple-try sampling is advantageous for faster convergence and better autocorrelation properties of the sampler output.
Because the model relies on the numerical convolution over the orientation angle of the NV centers, the evaluation of the posterior probability density and the estimates of its derivative can be slow to compute. We vectorized the computation of both the Hamiltonian eigenvalues and numerical integrations over θ for each modeled frequency curve and used an NVIDIA GTX-440 graphics processing unit along with MATLAB software package Jacket from Accelereyes to greatly increase the speed of computations of the posterior density. Convergence to the target distribution was assessed both graphically and with the Gelman-Rubin statistic,R < 1.02 [43] . The point estimates for the magnetic field (B), the homoscedastic normal error at each datapoint (σ ), and other parameters are computed from the respective sample empirical means, and the highest probability density intervals are computed using the method of Chen and Shao [41] .
The mean of the marginal posterior density of B is plotted in Fig. S13A . The 95% highest probability density intervals are plotted as error bars. The plot demonstrates the ability of the apparatus to sense the applied calibrated magnetic field. The discrepancy between the applied field and measured field is about ∼5 G, and appears to be a repeatable, constant offset. We attribute this error to the magnetic piezostage used in the experiment, whose field is not accounted for in the calibration. Another explanation may be some to discount this as the primary issue.
G Magnetic sensitivity
For theoretical sensitivity calculations, we consider the optimal measuring frequency to be the frequency at which the derivative ∂C ∂ B has maximum magnitude. One can imagine constructing a measurement scheme for magnetometry that occurs at this single frequency to detect small changes in the applied magnetic field B.
Having inferred the noise in the contrast of our measurement from the analysis, we use the 1σ change as the critical value for the minimum detectable change in magnetic field. Given the value of σ inferred from our S28 experiments as a function of field, we calculate a theoretical sensitivity for such an idealized measurement (black circles in Fig. S13B In the empirical scheme, the microwave frequency is swept across the spin resonances but also measures the off-resonant signal that contributes almost no information to the determination of B. Thus, the empirical measure is necessarily less efficient in its use of the resource of acquisition time, with a commensurately worse sensitivity. The observation that the theoretical sensitivities proposed in the manuscript are only a few times better than the empirical sensitivities demonstrated directly from the fitting ensures that the theoretical estimates are not unreasonable.
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